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Aim: to influence the development and implementation of 
international ecosystem service payment schemes in the interests 
of poverty alleviation. 



REDD+: Reducing Emissions 
from Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation







What happens here….

Influences what happens here…...







1) What did p4ges do?
2) What did we discover?
3) What did we do with the results?
4) What has changed because of p4ges?



1) What did p4ges do?



Interdisciplinary science: evaluating the impact of land use change 
on locally and globally valued Ecosystem Services 
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Interdisciplinary science: estimating the magnitude and distribution 
of net local welfare impacts from forest conservation under REDD+





Developing a sampling frame which worked for all 
parts of the project was NOT easy











2) What did p4ges discover?



26 papers (so far)
78 authors (>60% from low income countries)
AND 57% of lead authors are from low income countries
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Most carbon stored is below ground, much is retained under tree fallows
Surprising biodiversity is also retained in these fallows



Tree fallows provide significant ecosystem services BUT tenure laws in 
Madagascar discourage these from being maintained in the landscape



Annualised opportunity costs of forest conservation are 40-120% of annual 
household income (higher proportionally for the poorest households) 



Micro-development projects  (e.g. 
funded through World Bank 
mandated social safeguards) have 
not compensated for these costs

(and the poorest and most 
isolated received the least help)



3) What did we do with our results?



17 community feedback events held attended by >1000 adults 

“We are so 
pleased the 
researchers took 
time to come and 
share their results 
and we are happy 
to have a book 
containing all the 
results” Chef de 
village, 
Tsaramitety



Four ‘open days’ at our hydrological plots

“Watching a presentation is not the 
same as seeing things with your own 
eye; we have learnt so much about 
how water in the rice fields is affected 
by how land is managed” vice mayor 
Ramahajo Paul 



Two regional dissemination events

Two national dissemination events

Two conferences for academic community in Madagascar



Two day-long training events for stakeholders interested in using 
Ecosystem Services modelling tools adapted by p4ges

“These sort of tools are very useful for 
us in planning further investment in 
REDD+ at the national scale. I will 
encourage my colleagues to look into 
this in more detail’” Jean Roger 
Rakotoarijaona, Office National pour 
l’Environnment



Many discussions with international stakeholders, presentations and 
panels at CBD and UNFCC COPs etc etc



4) What changed because of p4ges?



“I can say that I learnt a lot from our project and enriched my personal 
knowledge in the fields outside my existing expertise. I am currently using 
what I learnt from P4GES for the implementation or submission of other 
projects ” Prof Bruno Ramamonjisoa, University of Antananarivo

New ways of doing science



P4ges research is influencing how $35 million investment from the 
Green Climate Fund is being managed

“The work done as part of p4ges is helping us to design conservation and 
sustainable agriculture projects that provide both biodiversity and 
livelihood benefits under our new GCF project” Dr Celia Harvey, 
Conservation International



p4ges researchers are engaging with policy makers at all levels and 
sharing lessons……

“We greatly appreciate researchers from the p4ges project sharing their 
valuable research results with us” Briony Coulson, International Climate Fund



We’ve made fantastic friends and collaborators

“The time I spent in the field with other p4ges researchers has taught me 
so much, I have not only mastered some essential field skills (like how to 
escape jiggers!), I also made friends for life.” Sarobidy Rakotonarivo



So, Can Paying 4 Global Ecosystem Services 
reduce poverty?



Thank you for listening

@juliapgjones

julia.jones@bangor.ac.uk


